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Aptech has been built on an aspiration to impart knowledge to young minds. Aptech’s growth has been achieved by building professional relationships across the world. Founded and established in India, Aptech has built a strong presence across the globe with its modern training methods and technical expertise.

Based in Mumbai, Aptech commenced its training and education business in 1986 and has trained many students globally. Aptech has operations across the globe, with a focus on its main stream businesses - Individual training and enterprise business. Aptech is a pioneer in career education. As expert in vocational training, Aptech bridges the gap between traditional teaching methods and potential careers by enabling students to develop into job ready professionals.

With courses designed to impart knowledge in all areas of Information Technology, Aptech offers world-class education programs, methodologies, technologies, and international certifications. Aptech enables people across the globe to use I.T. optimally and efficiently through world-class training solutions. Today, Aptech students are working all over the world building knowledge corporations, communities and societies.

Aptech was honoured with India’s Most Trusted Branded Awards in 2016 under the category of Training and Education. Also, received two Apex 2010 - Awards for Excellence, was a Microsoft learning partner Award Finalist in 2014 and is among Brand Equity’s Top 50 Most-Trusted Service Brands, Aptech is one of the top 10 most trusted education brands and ready for future growth.

Aptech believes in imparting quality education using I.T. as the tool to empower its customers. To achieve our vision, we have created a performance-oriented work culture through learning, empowerment, innovation, teamwork, and transparency. We believe in and endeavour to empower our human capital, which is the most important resource for us.
Aptech Computer Education Programs

Career Programs
Aptech Computer Education offers programs enabling students to develop a complete understanding of the latest technologies in the I.T. industry. The programs are designed to train students in industry relevant knowledge and in-depth Professional skills. On completion of these programs, students become in-demand and industry ready Software Engineers.

Features of Career programs:
- Job-oriented courses and latest technology
- Focus on programming techniques
- Mobile and Web Application Development & Cloud Computing
- Data enterprise development
- Simulated projects
- Leads to global certifications
- Hands on training

Smart Professional Programs
Aptech's Smart Professional courses are professional courses wherein students are trained in the latest technologies. This enables them to be job-ready professionals.

Features of Smart Professional programs:
- Structured learning
- Experienced & Certified faculty
- Hands on Training
- Programs leading to Global Certification

Skill Builder Programs
Aptech offers Skill Builder programs with specialisation which are designed to cater to the needs of students, training them into skilled job ready professionals in a short period of time.

These programs are ideal for:
- Engineering & I.T. students who want to brush up on their I.T. Skills and fill the gap in their college education & to practice what they learnt in the classroom
- College students who wants to build I.T. skills during any time of their academic period
- For students of any age who wants to learn computers and build their basic programming skills

Global Certification Programs
Aptech offers the latest Technology Oriented modular programs from Microsoft, Oracle and JAVA in keeping with the demands of the I.T. industry. With training and a rigorous examination process, students receive globally accepted certification. Students are equipped with skills required to complete their desired course.

These programs are ideal for:
- Engineering & I.T. students who want to gain professional skills in a chosen field of specialisation
- College students who want to build advanced I.T. skills & get certifications recognised by I.T. companies
- Working professionals in I.T. who want to improve their career prospects with the help of certification

Why Global Certification programs?
- Employers prefer candidates with global certifications
- Surveys and published research show that certified professionals enjoy better salaries & better career advancement opportunities
- Global Certification provides a distinct edge over other I.T. professionals
Why Choose Aptech?

**Globally Certified Faculty**
The teaching staff at Aptech is well experienced and highly trained with adequate skills and knowledge to bring out the best in their students.

**Experiential Learning**
Aptech hosts seminars and interactive sessions with industry experts. Student projects are showcased and reviewed, helping them gain knowledge in a professional environment.

**The Latest Technologies**
Aptech's students are trained with industry required curriculum through constant research, analysis, programs and latest technologies.

**Training Methods**
Aptech's training methods are an excellent combination of Classroom and Lab Practice sessions adding value to the learning process of the students.

Other Features:
- **Laddered learning**: The learning at Aptech is a step by step process, moving on with the curriculum in a progressive manner
- **Mock Tests and Interviews**: Students have adequate practice for examinations and interviews with mock sessions at the campus
- **Technical Papers**: Latest technical papers are shared over and above the curriculum to keep students abreast of technologies and the latest developments
- **Personalised Feedback**: Students are individually asked for feedback regarding the course, faculty and everything necessary to ensure that the facilities are consistently upgraded their requirements
- **Code Tadka**: Code Tadka is a contest to test the programming skills of students and professionals through a programming project.
- **TechnoMinds**: An I.T. competition that provides a platform for students to exhibit their technical skills by developing project applications. The final entries are evaluated by a panel of eminent judges, including experts from the I.T. industry.

Enhanced with Onlinevarsity

- **Device/Platform Independent**
- **Certification Path**
- **Latest Banking and Industry Updates**
- **Download Interactive Learning Content and e-Books**
- **Social Learning - Knowledge Sharing and Problem Solving with friends and peers**
- **Expert Advice on Chats and E-mails**

It is a unique portal with 24x7 support to give students an enhanced and interactive learning experience. Access, Collaborate, Interact, Learn and Practice from any device, any platform, any place and at any time.
Training and Evaluation

Aptech enhances the learning of its students with modern training methods which are both Educatively and Interactive. Adequate emphasis is laid on both, theory as well as practical based learning in order to give the student complete training right from Fundamentals to Advanced level. During the course there are internal tests and assignments which not only prepare students for their final exams but also improves their capabilities. Some of the Training and Assessment methodologies include:

- Latest Infrastructure
- Digital Learning Content
- Expert Faculty
- Industry Interactions
- Exclusive Workshops
- Soft Skills Development
- Job Oriented Curriculum
- Exclusive Workshops
- Soft Skills Development
Aptech Students have been placed in
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& many more companies

Student’s Speak

“Best institute for professional certifications”
- Aditya Chavan
Oracle Developer

“The faculty trained me to be a professional in the I.T industry”
- Bhushan Gurav
Application Support Engineer

“ Took the first step towards a bright career. Thank you Aptech for showing me the right direction”
- Manali Patil
Software Developer

*The testimonials have been modified for better presentation, their essence remains the same.
Awards and Recognition
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